Automatic detection of encoding and language of the text is part of the Greenstone Digital Library Software (GSDL) for building and distributing digital collections. It is developed by the University of Waikato (New Zealand) in cooperation with UNESCO. The automatic encoding and language detection in Slavic languages is difficult and it sometimes fails. The aim is to detect cases of failure. The automatic detection in the GSDL is based on n-grams method. The most frequent n-grams for Czech are presented. The whole process of automatic detection in the GSDL is described. The input documents to test collections are plain texts encoded in ISO-8859-1, ISO-8859-2 and Windows-1250. We manually evaluated the quality of automatic detection. To the causes of errors belong the improper language model predominance and the incorrect switch to Windows-1250. We carried out further tests on documents that were more complex.
Introduction
This article is based on the author's practical experience as a digital collections administrator. The Greenstone Digital Library Software (GSDL) is a system for building and distributing digital collections ). It is developed at the University of Waikato (New Zealand) in cooperation with UNESCO and the Human Info NGO. It is open-source, multilingual software.
It enables the processing of a wide variety of document types. Document processing includes automatic encoding and language detection in documents. Some failures in automatic detection gave rise to the author's effort to understand some methods of automatic encoding and language detection.
Our goal was to understand the problem of automatic encoding and language detection in the GSDL. We made several practical tests on simple or complex documents written mostly in Slavic languages and encoded in ISO-Latin-2, Windows-1250 or UTF-8. Then we evaluated the quality of automatic encoding and language detection. The following part of this article deals with the same problem limited to the complex documents, especially to MS Word formats.
Unknown encoding and a sequence of bytes
We have a sequence of bytes in hexadecimal notation: The table shows characters according to different code pages. No character is assigned to 0x9E in the ISO 8859xx tables (marked by two dashes). The Windows-1250 encoding best fits our byte sequence.
The computer cannot see characters, it processes numbers. A method for determining the automatic character encoding is needed.
N-grams method
The automatic encoding detection is linked with another problem: automatic language detection. One of the appropriate methods is the n-gram method pioneered by Cavnar and Trenkle (Cavnar & Trenkle, 1994) . Many authors created programs using their algorithm, trying to add their own additions and improvements.
N-grams methods are based on creating substrings of the given string. The string Jan contains several substrings: J, a, n, Ja, an, Jan. The number of n-grams chain is high. As each word is typically found in close proximity to other words, it is common to extend word at the beginning and the end by a space. Instead of space, the visible character underscore is used. Therefore, we get a modified array of substrings: _J, _Jan, Jan_, _Jan_, etc.
From the text file of sufficient length, we generate a sequence of n-grams ordered according to their decreasing frequency. Cavnar and Trenkle tried to prove that just a sequence of up to 400 elements is needed to successfully detect the language of a text. The n-grams lengths are in the range of 1 to 4. For Czech we have the following sequence on the system GSDL; integers represent frequencies. The following table shows the principle of comparing the n-grams rank in the language model with the frequencies and distances in an examined text. The n-grams analysis compares n-gram rank in the model with the n-gram rank from the examined text file. The distance of an n-gram is the absolute rank difference in both model and examined text columns. The analysis is done for all n-grams found in the actual text file. The total distance is the total sum of individual distances. If an n-gram in the text file doesn't match any n-gram in the language model, its distance is equal to the number of n-grams in the model table.
In our example, we have 400 n-grams in the model sub-table. Each n-gram present in the text file and absent in the model sub-table is given the distance 400. It must be added to the total distance of the text file.
An ordered list of n-grams frequencies based on many n-grams analyses on large and various texts is called the language model. A large collection of long texts used to procure the language model is called training set.
Example of automatic language detection -Van Noord
The van Noord's program in Perl (Van Noord, 2012) uses the algorithm described in (Cavnar & Trenkle, 1994) , i.e. the n-grams method. It works with about eighty language models. Their names indicate the language, and they indicate rarely encoding: e.g. English-iso8859-2.lm, Slovak-windows1250.lm. perl text_cat.pl -l "Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy" czech-iso8859_2 or slovak-windows1250 perl text_cat.pl -l "Nad Tatrú sa blyská" slovak-windows1250 or tagalog or slovak-ascii or irish perl text_cat.pl < file1.cp1250.txt czech-iso8859_2 or slovak-windows1250 or polish perl text_cat.pl < file1.UTF8.txt
I don't know; Perhaps this is a language I haven't seen before?
There are several results from the above examples and the knowledge of the text_cat.pl program. The program often recognizes multiple languages, not just one. Analysis of longer texts leads to the reduction of ambiguity. The program generally treats the text in single-byte encoding, although it is in fact multi-byte encoded as in the last example.
4.
Encoding indication and automatic encoding and language detection
Code page indications
Some types of files, documents or pages contain an encoding indication, such as HTML pages. The encoding indication can be sent in the HTTP header.
<META Content="text/html; http-equiv="content-type" charset=UTF-8"> Content -Type: text / html; charset = iso-8859-2
The encoding indication is usually located at the beginning of the file: e.g. PK, %PDF-1.2, %PDF-1.4, etc. The precise indication is important due to the format developments. The special marking (not obligatory) can be found in UTF-8 files: 0xEFBBBF.
In the PDF documents, we can try to discover the code page indication, see the following example.
175 0 obj<< / Type / Encoding / Base Encoding / WinAnsiEncoding / Differences [1/Ccaron/ecaron/uring/ccaron/rcaron/Rcaron] >>Endobj Some Czech letters accented with caron are present: Č, ě, ů, č, ř, Ř.
The advantage of the open MS Word format (docx) is that it uses XML mark-up to the code page specification, usually the UTF-8 encoding (Yergeau, F., 1998) . Therefore, the encoding indication is easily accessible.
An older type of MS Word (doc) uses Unicode (Wikipedia Contributors, 2014), especially UTF-16 (Hoffman & Yergeau, 2000) . This allows the creation of a multilingual text in one document. If the text contains only characters from the UCS-2 set each character can be represented by two-byte code.
Deriving text encoding
No meta-information about the file encoding is usually available for plain text files. Nevertheless, in special cases the proper encoding can be found. An example might be the UTF-8 encoding. Using the UTF-8 specification a proper program can verify whether the analysed text is or isn't text encoded in the UTF-8.
Language indication and automatic language detection
The complex documents may contain a language indication. In HTML documents, the lang attribute may be used. Language groups can be taken from the META header, if charset attribute is specified. Most open source programs using n-grams method limit the input files encodings or even request the encoding indication setting before the automatic language detection starts.
GSDL -encoding and language
The GSDL system supports automatic encoding and language detection. It processes the input files encoded in ASCII, UNICODE, and UTF-8 and in ISO-8859 ). It uses file encoding indications and language declarations as much as possible. If no encoding/language indication is available, it tries to derive best encoding and best language.
GSDL detects language using the n-grams method. The GSDL includes about four dozen sets of language models. They are text files containing n-grams encoded according to ISO-8859 (Flohr, G., 2003) or MS Windows tables (Microsoft Corporation, 2014) . The lines in language models are sorted in decreasing frequency of n-grams. N-grams are one-to four characters long. Language model files count 400 items per file.
The language default value is pre-set. The user can the default language. The GSDL does not provide a list of available languages like text_cat.pl, it returns only one value. Errors found in the language detection are logged.
Input documents of various types are uniformly transformed and stored in an archive format based on the XML. The XML files are encoded in the UTF-8, so various encoding conversions are needed.
Simple and complex document types 6.1 Simple document type
The basic document type is plain text. The plain text files may use a few editing marks inside (such as EOL, EOP, EOF). They may or may not contain the encoding indication. Descriptive data of text file can be added manually as metadata.
The text type is important for other operations. The complex documents must be analyzed and the plain text extracted from them. Only from the plain text, the detection program can automatically detect the language and the encoding.
Complex document types
Documents produced in Microsoft Office or Open Office as well as PDF documents can be considered complex. They have structure, styles, different fonts, images, hyperlinks, etc. To capture the structure and other elements some marks or control sequences, which are usually not part of the semantic content of the document, are always used.
The complex documents in the collection may be included as associated files in their original form and also converted to the archive format. In this case, the pdf or docx file types are first converted to HTML and saved as a temporary HTML file. From that file, the archive format is produced. The document presented to the user is a HTML document produced on the fly.
The conversion of docx documents to archive format can be done using two methods. One uses Microsoft Office, the other Open Office. The interaction with the Office packages is based in GSDL on specialized modules. The conversion through MS Office is supported by the module docx2html.vbs.
The Individual file types are processed using the corresponding GSDL module: text files are processed by TextPlugin, Htm(l) files by HtmlPlugin, etc. The modules are layered and have a common basis in BasePlugin. The module ReadTextFile.pm is called from various document plugins. It itself uses the language classification module Textcat.pm.
Figure 1 -The arguments for TextPlugin
These modules have some parameters or default values in common. These include DEFAULT_LANGUAGE en, input_encoding auto, default_encoding ISO_8859_1. The user can set its default value to some arguments. If the input text files or documents in collection have different encodings, the auto option is inevitable. If the automatic detection fails, the default value is set. The user can specify the arguments to ReadTextFile.pm, but not to the Textcat.pm program. Its activity can be controlled by adding or removing language model files or creating their versions in a different encoding. In GSDL, language model files are usually encoded in ISO-8859-1. It is reasonable to minimize the comparison of text file n-grams with the language models. Instead of two sets of language models (ISO 8859 and MS Windows) there is only one set used: ISO 8859.
It turned out the ISO-8859-1 encoding indication can be successfully changed to the Windows-1252 encoding. The characters in the 0xA0-0xFF range have the same representation in both code pages.
No language model in Windows-1252 is needed provided the input text file is ISO-8859-1 encoded.
For the ISO 8859-2 and Windows-1250, however, the characters in the specified range differ and errors may occur. If we detect the ISO-8859-2 and the input text includes a character in the 0x80-x9F range, the ReadTextFile.pm resets the encoding indication to Windows-1250. This operation is false.
We show location in the ReadTextFile.pm module where the encoding indication is reset. The variable $best_encoding gets the values windows_1252, windows_1250 or windows_1254 according to the ISO standard variant and on the condition the characters in the range 0x80-0x9F are found. 
Processing simple text documents
We conducted a series of tests on documents in the ISO-8859-1, ISO-8859-2, Windows-1250 and UTF-8. In most files, no encoding indication was available. Some documents included BOM or UTF-8 marking, others didn't. The test file set involved long and short documents. The language was mostly Czech. Individual files were also in German, Italian, French and Russian. Each language had at least one language model, rarely two or three differing in encoding.
The aim was several findings:
o the automatic detection of text file encoding (short, longer files), o the automatic detection of text file encoding related to the file content, o the proper setting of meta-information on encoding and language of input text file, o the correct conversion of the contents of input document into archival format (UTF-8).
In the collection, we investigated whether errors in the character representation arise. We examined warnings and alerts messages in log files, too.
We consider the incorrect language detection as less serious problem than the bad encoding detection. Each document can be assigned a language code manually; therefore, we have two sources of language determination. The result of the automatic language detection in the collection display is not very visible. The collection administrator decides whether to build a hierarchical list by language. In contrast, the bad encoding detection and the resulting bad Czech (Slovak) text display is inacceptable for Czechs (Slovaks).
The overview of test input files is presented in the following table. Among the language models the language model files for Czech cs-iso_8859_2.lm, for Slovak sk-windows_windows_1250 and for Polish pl-iso_8859_2.lm were at hand. The BOM column shows the presence or absence of BOM. The column Encoding/language relates to the input file. The column Encoding by ReadTextFile.pm indicates the file encoding just before the final conversion to UTF-8. In the column To UTF-8/language we evaluate the quality level for encoding or language detection found in the document archive format: g … good, w…wrong. The error cases are of special interest. -8859-1, Italian, longer text) . It was evaluated by models encoded in ISO and UTF-8. The UTF-8 model (it-utf8.lm) prevailed and thus the encoding was set to UTF-8. Characters with a value greater than 0x7F are in UTF-8 two bytes long. Such characters are not so frequent in Italian and not common in normal text. Therefore, the assessment of conversion to UTF-8 was almost good.
import.pl> ReadTextFile: reading sample.it.iso1.txt as (utf8,it)
Figure 3 -A text fragment in Italian with replacements
If the text is encoded in ISO-8859-1, but interpreted as in UTF-8 then an error may occur. The code assignment to Italian letters à, ù was wrong their input values were correct. The replacement character (the small rectangle) was used: 0xEFBFBD.
In the source file, the à letter was represented as 0xE0 (224 in decimal, 1110 0000 in binary). In UTF-8 the byte is assumed to be the first one in a group of three bytes representing just one character. The continuation bytes must start with binary 10 but it wasn't the case. The à letter was followed by the space character: 0x20 (0010 0000 in binary). It cannot be treated as a continuation byte so the replacement character was used.
The file 3 (ISO-8859-1, French, longer text) : no problems found. import.pl> ReadTextFile: reading sample_iso8859_fr.txt as (iso_8859_1,fr)
Files 4, 5, 6, 7. In assessing the chances of successful recognition of encoding and language in a text where the encoding is neither indicated nor derivable, we must take into consideration the text length, the language models and the text content. Files 4, 5, 6 and 7 were very similar in contents and length. They varied only in the encoding. The file 4 was recognized by the Polish language model (pl-iso_8859_2.lm). The input file encoding was Windows-1250, recognized as ISO-8859-2. The language detection as Polish is wrong. In the source we have e.g. 0x8E (Z with caron) but 0x8E isn´t allowed in ISO-8859-2.
import.pl> ReadTextFile: reading file1.cp1250.txt as (iso_8859_2,pl)
Figure 4 -A fragment of text in Czech (UTF-8) -incorrect detection ISO-8859-2
The file 5 was ISO-8859-2 encoded, but the encoding in the file was detected as in Windows-1250the Slovak language model predominated (sk-windows_1250.lm). Display in UTF-8 shows six bad characters on output. The language detection as Slovak is wrong. In the source we have e.g. 0xAE (Z with caron), in Windows-1250 represents ®; converted to UTF-8 as 0xc2ae (®). import.pl> ReadTextFile: reading file1.iso8859-2.txt as (windows_1250,sk) It turned out that the language model jp_jpeuc.lm predominated. The encoding system Extended Unix Code (EUC) is a multi-byte encoding used for Japanese, Korean and Simplified Chinese. After the removal of the jp_jpeuc.lm file, everything is correct.
Files 8-12. Testing should verify that the larger file size the better the automatic encoding and language detection. File 10 was special by frequent occurrences of characters > and <.
The test results for files 8 to 10. Files 8, 9 were properly stored. File 10 was stored with errors in accented letters z, s, and t (with caron) because the source text in Windows-1250 was interpreted as encoded in the ISO-8859-2. The language detection was successful only for file 10. An extract from build log documents the results. The sentence with rectangles shows places where the z with caron should be found. File 12 (souborUTF8.txt, UTF-8, cs, UTF-8 marking) was properly stored. The language detection (it) is wrong. Among 6 or 7 language models encoded in UTF-8, the Italian model predominated.
File 13. It's in Windows-1251, in Russian and is longer. Although there were more Russian language models, the ru-windows_1251.lm predominated. The encoding and language were correctly detected and the text display was correct too.
import.pl> ReadTextFile: reading russian-windows1251.txt as (windows_1251,ru) Our texts had all of these encodings: ISO-8859-1, ISO-8859-2, Windows-1250 and UTF-8. Most often, no encoding indication was available. The automatic detection of input texts encoded in the ISO-8859-1 was almost without problems (files 1-3). The same is true for the Windows-1251 encoded text (file 13). The automatic encoding detection in short Czech texts in ISO-8859-2 and Windows-1250 was incorrect (files 4-7). The replacement character distorts the reading. The improper language models predominated. The automatic encoding detection in UTF-8 encoded files was mostly successful.
The main problem is the precision of the TextCat.pl module closely linked with the existence and quality of language models. Some language models are available in several encodings others are not.
The texts encoded in Windows-1250 (files 4 and 10) were analyzed predominantly by Polish and Czech language model files, both encoded in ISO-8859-2. The resulting text encoding is slightly different from the source encoding. As already mentioned the accented letters z, s, t, Z, S, T (with caron) may be distorted. The text encoded in ISO-8859-2 (file 5) was detected as encoded in Windows-1250 because the Slovak language model in Windows-1250 predominated.
Apart from some weaknesses of TextCat.pm, there are other unfavorable factors: the existence of language models in different encodings: ASCII, ISO-8859-xx, UTF-8 and incorrect model predominance, too short texts and an unusual language model.
The improvements of encoding detection can be searched in the better language model construction, in providing the encoding indication and in the control of text length. In homogenous collections, some ad-hoc solutions can be introduced.
Language detection
Automatic language detection in our tests ended sometimes unsuccessfully. The cause of error can be considered: the proximity of languages and their models, too many candidates for determining the language, the default language setting, a too short text, the source text does not contain typical characters and n-grams.
